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Valentine’s Day is coming up, and that means your customers will be doing something special for their special
someone. But the fact of the matter is that businesses can also do something for their special someones, aka
their contacts and customers. See how EZ Texting Valentine's Day templates work and how they can drive
engagement for your company.

Download a Template

EZ Texting has created a variety of Valentine’s Day image templates for you to download and use as part of
your marketing strategy. Of course, sending one to your customers means you’re sending an MMS, not an
SMS. SMS are text-only, while MMS enable you to attach a file (such as a happy Valentine's Day picture) along
with a message. Sending one of these special images may engage your contacts far more effectively than a
simple “Happy Valentine’s Day” text will.

Pick an Image You Can Tie Into Business Goals

While pretty greetings may not be direct money-makers, seasonal promotions are an opportunity to boost
engagement with your contacts. If you’re a healthcare center, you may find that our eye chart image will
resonate with patients. Animal shelters may find our cat-related wishes to be the purr-fect thing to thank their
two-legged clients. Retail stores and restaurants can also benefit from sending fun visuals. Special menus and
clothing promotions advertised along with these Valentine’s Day images can lead to big increases in foot
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traffic. No matter what industry you’re in, texting with pictures can help keep your customers’ eyeballs focused
on you.

Grow Your Contacts List

Need more customers? Use keywords to increase the number of people you engage with. To entice prospects
to join your recipients list, consider a special promotion. Maybe advertise a message such as: “Text VALENTINE
to 313131 to get 20% off sales through Feb. 14 and get future promotions from Catherine’s Cookies!” You have
a nice V-day related keyword in VALENTINE, a clear win-now discount, and even a promise of receiving future
promotions and discounts. You’re on your way to getting more customers!

Want to learn more about how to best leverage texting and seasonal promotions? Call our Client Success
Managers today at (855) 854-3024!
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Mass Texting for Large Retail and Big Box Store Staff Recruitment and
Management
In times of uncertainty, effective communication with your employees is more important than ever. That goes
double for big box stores and other…

Read more

Use Text Marketing to Make This Memorial Day Memorable
The official start to summer, Memorial Day weekend is just around the corner, and while our new normal may
mean this year’s tan will be a few…

Read more
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Using Text Marketing to Improve E-Commerce in the Era of Social Distancing
In times of dramatic change, retailers must innovate to survive, changing the way they do business and
investing in tools like text marketing.…

Read more
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EZ Texting is a 100% opt-in service. Please see our Privacy Policy, Terms Of Use, Services Policy & Anti-Spam Policy to learn
about our position on SPAM and the privacy of your data.

Msg&data rates may apply in the US. Standard message and data rates apply in Canada. To unsubscribe from an EZ Texting ®
list, simply text ‘STOP’ to the originating short code or contact Support.

EZ Texting neither provides lists of phone numbers nor do we access our clients' contact lists.
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